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Abstract
In the last 3 months, we have experienced the beginning of a new era: a pandemic of the novel coronavirus. We
investigated the health-related quality of life of oncologic patients whose surgery was postponed without being
rescheduled. All patients perceived a reduction of their health conditions, and 86% noted prevalence of anxiety
and loss of energy. Without any effective solution, we should expect the risk of increasing tumor progression
and mortality in uro-oncologic patients.
Purpose: To investigate the health-related quality of life of uro-oncologic patients whose surgery was postponed
without being rescheduled during the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. Patients and Methods: From
the March 1 to April 26, 2020, major urologic surgeries were drastically reduced at our tertiary-care referral hospital. In
order to evaluate health-related quality-of-life outcomes, the SF-36 questionnaire was sent to all patients scheduled
for major surgery at our department 3 weeks after the cancellation of the planned surgical procedures because of the
COVID-19 emergency. Results: All patients included in the analysis had been awaiting surgery for a median (inter-
quartile range) time of 52.85 (35-72) days. The SF-36 questionnaire measured 8 domains: physical functioning (PF),
role limitations due to physical health (PH), role limitations due to emotional problems (RE), energy/fatigue (EF),
emotional well-being (EWB), social functioning (SF), bodily pain (BP), general health perceptions (GHP). When
considering physical characteristics as measured by the SF-36 questionnaire, PF was 91.5 (50-100) and PH was 82.75
(50-100) with a BP of 79.56 (45-90). For emotional and social aspects, RE was 36.83 (0-100) with a SF of 37.98 (12.5-
90). Most patients reported loss of energy (EF 35.28 [15-55]) and increased anxiety (EWB 47.18 [interquartile range, 20-
75]). All patients perceived a reduction of their health conditions, with GHP of 49.47 (15-85). Generally, 86% of patients
(n ¼ 43) noted an almost intact physical function but a significant emotional alteration characterized by a prevalence of
anxiety and loss of energy. Conclusion: The lockdown due to the novel coronavirus that has affected most operating
rooms in Italy could be responsible for the increased anxiety and decrement in health status of oncologic patients.
Without any effective solution, we should expect a new medical catastrophe—one caused by the increased risk of
tumor progression and mortality in uro-oncologic patients.
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Introduction
At the end of February 2020, a new era began: the pandemic of

the novel coronavirus, which was found to be sufficiently divergent
from severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus to be considered
a new human-infecting betacoronavirus,1,2 and which has
completely changed our life.

On December 31, 2019, Chinese authorities notified the World
Health Organization (WHO) of a novel coronavirus, now known as
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severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2),
which was first reported in Wuhan, China.3,4 The virus has now
spread worldwide, and on March 11, 2020, the WHO designated
the disease caused by this virus, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-
19), to be a pandemic.3,4 By April 3, 2020, a total of 1,131,000
confirmed cases and 59,000 deaths had been reported worldwide,
with these numbers increasing rapidly every day. After China, Italy
has been hit the hardest at beginning of the pandemic: 119,827
cases were reported as of April 3, 2020, with 14,681 deaths due to
COVID-19 since the outbreak began.

As case numbers rapidly increased, European governments decided to
apply a quarantine and isolation of the citizens in order to reduce the
number of infections, thereby trying to avoid a collapse of the health care
system. Practicing medicine has been greatly changed, and in Italy,
doctors have been involved in this emergency and in the therapy of
COVID-19 patients regardless of their medical specialization.

Just as healthy patients have experienced a life change as conse-
quence of quarantine, so have oncologic patients. This situation has
been especially amplified in north Italy, where the hospitals have
virtually stopped their surgical activities. Considering that 1889
surgical procedures for renal cancer, 569 radical cystectomies, and
2631 radical prostatectomies (RPs) were performed in Lombardy in
2017, as reported by the Italian Association of Medical Oncology
(AIOM), we should pay attention to our oncologic patients.

Before the COVID-19 emergency, one of the most relevant
problems of Italian health care system was the long wait list for
oncologic procedures. Since the coronavirus pandemic broke out, all
public and private hospitals in north Italy have focused on COVID-
19 patients with severe breathing symptoms, as no therapeutic
regimen has yet been proven effective for the treatment of SARS-
CoV-2.5 But at the same time, it seems that the Italian health care
system has forgotten oncologic patients, as no effective solution has
been proposed to help these patients.

In this study, we investigated the health-related quality of life
(HRQOL) of oncologic patients who were scheduled for surgery in
our department and whose procedures had been postponed without
a new date being set.

Patients and Methods
Between January 1 and February 24, 2020, in our department,

we had performed 51 major procedures for prostate cancer (PCa),
renal cancer, and muscle-invasive bladder cancer. Of 51 procedures,
46 were performed by a robot-assisted or laparoscopic approach and
5 by open surgery.

From March 1 to April 26, 2020, as the daily rate of COVID-19
patients admitted to intensive care units was consistently between
9% and 11% of all patients who are actively infected, our hospital
decided to reduce surgical activity, and since then, only 3 robot-
assisted RPs for high-risk PCa were performed at our department.
Sixty-five planned major surgical procedures for oncologic diseases
were cancelled and postponed indefinitely.

In order to evaluate patients’ HRQOL outcomes, the SF-36
questionnaire (Supplemental Appendix in the online version)6,7

was sent by e-mail to all oncologic patients scheduled for major
surgery at our department 3 weeks after the cancellation of the
operation due to the COVID-19 emergency.
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The SF-36 consisted of 36 multiple-choice questions measuring 8
distinct domains: physical functioning (PF), role limitations due to
physical health (PH), role limitations due to emotional problems
(RE), energy/fatigue (EF), emotional well-being (EWB), social
functioning (SF), bodily pain (BP), and general health perceptions
(GHP). Scores for each scale ranged from 0 to 100, with higher
scores indicating higher function or well-being.8,9

The patients were divided according to the disease into 4 groups:
PCa (planned for RP), muscle-invasive bladder cancer (MIBC,
planned for radical cystectomy), upper urinary tract urothelial
cancer (planned for radical nephroureterectomy) and renal-cell
carcinoma (planned for partial/radical nephrectomy).

Patients with PCa were stratified according to the D’Amico risk
criteria10 on clinical features: low risk (prostate-specific antigen
[PSA] � 10 ng/mL, � cT2a, and biopsy Gleason � 6), interme-
diate risk (PSA > 10 and � 20 ng/mL, cT2b, or biopsy Gleason 7),
and high risk (PSA > 20 ng/mL, lower than cT2b, or biopsy
Gleason score � 8). External beam radiotherapy was proposed as
alternative therapy for PCa, but it was refused by all patients
scheduled for robot-assisted RP.

Patients with advanced tumor stage (PCa high risk according to
D’Amico criteria, or locally advanced or with nodal clinical disease,
renal cancer with inferior vena cava thrombus and MIBC > pT3)
were excluded from the analysis. Moreover, we also excluded pa-
tients with psychic or distress disorders such as anxiety and
depression, or Charlson comorbidity index (CCI) > 2 at diagnosis
and before the COVID-19 emergency.11

Results
Fifty patients were included in the analysis, whereas 15 pa-

tients did not meet the inclusion criteria. Thirty-four patients
had PCa (26 intermediate risk and 8 low risk), 5 patients pT2G3
MIBC, 4 patients nonmetastatic upper tract urothelial carcinoma,
and 7 cT1b RCC with a median (interquartile range [IQR])
tumor size of 4.5 (2.8-6) cm. Median age was 65.5 years old, and
median (IQR) CCI was 1.39 (0-2). Thirty-eight patients were
male and 12 female.

All patients included in the analysis had been awaiting surgery for
a median (IQR) of 52.85 (35-72) days. All patients were married
and lived with their families. Thirty-five patients were employed full
time, and 15 patients were retired. Table 1 summarizes the clinical
and pathologic characteristics of the patients enrolled onto the
study.

When considering physical characteristics, median (IQR) PF
was 91.5 (50-100) and PH was 82.75 (50-100) with a BP of
79.56 (45-90). For the emotional and social aspects, RE was
36.83 (0-100) and SF 37.98 (12.5-90). Most patients reported a
loss of energy (EF 35.28 [15-55]) and increased anxiety (EWB
47.18 [20-75]). Although the variable prognosis reported for the
genitourinary tumors and addressed what could differently in-
fluence HRQOL outcomes, surprisingly, all patients perceived a
reduction in their health conditions with a GHP of 49.47 (15-
85) (Table 2).

Generally, 86% of patients (n ¼ 43) reported an almost intact
physical function but a significant emotional alteration characterized
by a prevalence of anxiety and loss of energy (Figures 1 and 2)



Table 1 Clinicopathologic Characteristics of 50 Patients

Patients Value

Sex (n)

Male 38

Female 12

Oncologic diseases (n)

Prostate cancer, intermediate risk 26

Prostate cancer, low risk 8

MIBC (pT2G3) 5

UTUC 4

Renal cancer (cT1b) 7

Median CCI

Total 1.39

Prostate cancer 0.94

MIBC 1.6

UTUC 1.75

Renal cancer 1.29

Median age (years)

Total 65.5

Prostate cancer 64.6

MIBC 68

UTUC 72

Renal cancer 57.3

Median wait time for surgery in COVID-19 period (days)

Total 52.85

Prostate cancer 51.77

Prostate cancer, low risk 58.7

MIBC 56

UTUC 45

Renal cancer 41

Marital status (n)

Married 50

Not married 0

Occupation (n)

Full-time employed 35

Retired 15

Not employed 0

Abbreviations: CCI ¼ Charlson comorbidity index; COVID-19 ¼ coronavirus disease 2019;
MIBC ¼ muscle-invasive bladder cancer; UTUC ¼ upper tract urothelial carcinoma.

Table 2 SF-36 Outcomes

Characteristic Value IQR

Physical functioning (PF)

Total 91.5 50-100

Prostate cancer, intermediate risk 86.25 50-100

Prostate cancer, low risk 98.33 95-100

MIBC 85 80-90

UTUC 90 85-95

Renal cancer 97.9 90-100

Role limitations due to physical health (PH)

Total 82.75 50-100

Prostate cancer, intermediate risk 84.62 50-100

Prostate cancer, low risk 88.33 75-100

MIBC 74 50-85

UTUC 77.5 50-95

Renal cancer 89.28 75-100

Bodily pain (BP)

Total 79.56 45-90

Prostate cancer, intermediate risk 79.43 45-90

Prostate cancer, low risk 85.83 75.5-90

MIBC 69.5 45-90

UTUC 78.12 67.5-90

Renal cancer 85 67.5-90

Role limitations due to emotional problems (RE)

Total 36.83 0-100

Prostate cancer, intermediate risk 19.87 0-100

Prostate cancer, low risk 66.67 33.3-100

MIBC 16.66 0-33.3

UTUC 25 0-66.7

Renal cancer 55.94 25-100

Emotional well-being (EWB)

Total 47.18 20-75

Prostate cancer, intermediate risk 45.77 24-75

Prostate cancer, low risk 70 60-75

MIBC 30 20-48

UTUC 36 24-52

Renal cancer 54.14 36-75

Energy/fatigue (EF)

Total 35.28 15-55

Prostate cancer, intermediate risk 41.93 20-55

Prostate cancer, low risk 48.33 45-55

MIBC 24 15-35

UTUC 25 20-35

Renal cancer 37.15 20-55

Social functioning (SF)

Total 37.98 12.5-90

Prostate cancer, intermediate risk 36.31 12.5-90

Prostate cancer, low risk 66.33 50-90

MIBC 17.5 12.5-25

UTUC 28.12 12.5-25

Renal cancer 41.08 25-50

Francesco Greco et al
Discussion
AsCOVID-19 spread around the globe, governments have imposed

quarantines and isolation on an unprecedented scale. China locked
down entire cities; in Italy, our politicians have imposed draconian
restrictions throughout the country. In the United States, thousands of
people have been subjected to legally enforceable quarantines or are in
self-quarantine. The US federal government has also banned entry by
noneUSnationals traveling fromChina, Iran, andmost of Europe and
is screening passengers returning from heavily affected countries. Still,
the numbers of cases and deaths continue to rise.12

Unfortunately, since the COVID-19 outbreak in our region,
Italian government focused its attention exclusively on COVID-19
Clinical Genitourinary Cancer April 2021 - e65



Table 2 Continued

Characteristic Value IQR

General health perceptions (GHP)

Total 49.47 15-85

Prostate cancer, intermediate risk 49.62 15-85

Prostate cancer, low risk 73.33 50-85

MIBC 30 15-40

UTUC 37.25 29-45

Renal cancer 57.15 40-85

Abbreviations: IQR ¼ interquartile range; MIBC ¼ muscle-invasive bladder cancer;
UTUC ¼ upper tract urothelial carcinoma.
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patients, with those patients who were not infected by the virus but
who needed access to health care system because of their cancer
seemingly forgotten.

Stensland et al13 provided a list of surgeries, including radical
cystectomy, radical nephroureterectomy, nephrectomy for cT3þ
disease, and RP for high-risk patients, that ought to be prioritized if
COVID-19 surges warranted cancellation of most elective surgeries.
Furthermore, Campi et al14 suggested that approximately two thirds
of elective major uro-oncologic surgeries could be safely postponed
or changed to another treatment modality when the availability of
health care resources was reduced. Indeed, a recent meta-analysis by
Wang et al15 highlighted that RP was associated with higher overall
and cancer-specific survival when compared to radiotherapy, also
considering that a real multimodal approach can be probably
applied for patients choosing RP, whereas patients choosing radio-
therapy first rarely receive salvage RP.

Although the recent recommendations of a panel of Italian
urologists on pathways of pre-, intra-, and postoperative care for
Figure 1 Physical Aspects and General Health Perception Accordin
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urologic patients undergoing urgent procedures or nondeferrable
oncologic interventions during the COVID-19 pandemic,16 most
planned surgical procedures in Lombardy were cancelled between
March and April 2020.

In this study, we focused for the first time in the literature on the
impact of postponement of surgeries due to the COVID-19
emergency on the on HRQOL of uro-oncologic patients by using
the SF-36 questionnaire.

When evaluating the results of the questionnaire, we found that
most patients (86%) reported an almost normal physical activity but a
loss of energy and increased anxiety and depression. In order to avoid
bias, we excluded from analysis all patients with severe comorbidities
(CCI > 2) and/or patients who showed psychologic or distress dis-
orders before the COVID-19 emergency. Furthermore, we also
excluded patients with advanced or metastatic tumors, where disease
could represent the first reason for anxiety and depression.

Generally, all patients perceived a reduction of their health
condition, with a median (IQR) GHP of 50.45 (15-85). Recent
research findings in individuals with distress disorders, such as major
depression and anxiety disorders, suggest that inflammation plays an
important role in the pathophysiology of these conditions,17,18 and
inflammatory biomarkers are elevated in many patients with major
depressive disorder and anxiety disorders.19 Moreover, fatigue
impact, pain effects, depression symptoms, and anxiety symptoms
are associated with work and general activity impairment.20

Clinically relevant anxiety occurs in 7% to 30% of oncologic
patients and 20% to 40% of their family caregivers.21,22 It is often
characterized by dyspnea, fatigue, nausea, and pain, as well as a
poorer quality of life.23,24 Furthermore, most of these reported
studies also highlighted a significant association between higher
levels of anxiety and depression and a decrease in health status.

On the basis of the evidence that supports a role for inflammatory
mediators in stress and anxiety,25 in 2015 Miaskowski et al26
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Figure 2 Emotional Aspects According to SF-36 Eight Domains
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investigated the associations between pro- and anti-inflammatory
cytokine genes and levels of trait and state anxiety. This study
demonstrated that variations in 3 cytokine genes (interleukin [IL]-
1b, IL-1 receptor 2 [IL1R2], and nuclear factor kappa beta 2
[NFkB2]) were associated with trait anxiety, and variations in two
genes (IL1R2, tumor necrosis factor alpha [TNFA]) were associated
with state anxiety, thus contributing to higher levels of anxiety in
oncologic patients and their family caregivers. Indeed, on the basis
of the data concerning the incidence of urologic tumors, we hy-
pothesize that there will be a further extension in Italy of the wait
list for cancer diseases, which could be subsequently associated with
an increased risk of psychologic disorders and decrements in health
status in oncologic patients.

In 2018, Ferlay et al27 evaluated cancer incidence and mortality
estimates for 25 major cancers in Europe; PCa had an incidence of
449,800 cases per 100,000 inhabitants, bladder cancer 197,100/
100,000, and renal cancer 136,500/100,000.

Should hospitals continue to reduce their elective surgical activity
because of the COVID-19 pandemic, it could take several months
to treat all the oncologic patients awaiting surgery. Further, we
should also consider the fact that most of oncologic patients will
require a clinical restaging of their disease, thus increasing wait time
for surgery and health care spending.

The limitations of the study include the small cohort of included
patients and the lack of a control group. Nevertheless, we believe
that the sample is sufficiently reliable to reveal the true physical and
emotional conditions of our patients waiting for oncologic surgery
during the COVID-19 emergency.

Conclusion
The lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic, which has

affected most operating rooms in Italy, has resulted in increased
anxiety and decrements in health status of oncologic patients.
Considering the actual data on cancer incidence, institutions
should make a great effort to organize new COVID-19efree hos-
pitals, which could face the new emergency represented by the
lengthy surgical wait list for uro-oncologic diseases.

Without any effective solution, we should expect a new medical
catastrophe that won’t be caused by the novel coronavirus but rather
by the increased risk of tumor progression and mortality in these
patients with a confined tumor disease, and who could be probably
saved by an immediate surgical procedure.
Clinical Practice Points

� In the last 3 months, we have experienced the beginning of a new
era: a pandemic of the new coronavirus, COVID-19. European
governments decided to apply a quarantine and isolation of the
citizens in order to reduce the number of infections. Healthy
patients have experienced a change in their lives, but oncologic
patients are experiencing a new drama.

� Several major surgeries in urology has been postponed without
being rescheduled. This has been responsible for a reduction of
the health conditions and a significant emotional alteration in
uro-oncologic patients.

� Without any effective solution, we should expect a new catastrophe
not due to coronavirus but to the risk of tumor progression and
mortality in those patients who actually have a confined tumor
disease and could probably be saved by surgical therapy.
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